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ABSTRACT 
Final  conclusions relat ing t o  the  dynamical behavior and t h e  power 
system performance of the  Ariel I1 International S a t e l l i t e  are developed and 
s m r i z e d  in t h i s  phase 111 report. 
causal fac tors  f o r  performance previously summarized i n  phase I1 on the  bas i s  
of reduced telemetry data  from phase I. 
The mphasis i n  phase I11 has been on 
Aerodynamic torques are charged w5th t h e  responsibil i ty f o r  t h e  ob- 
served spin rate variations and f i n a l  stoppage, and together with gravity gra- 
dient torques, f o r  t h e  deduced precession of t he  satell i te spin axis. 
An intermittent c i rcu i t  malfunction i n  the inverter is regarded as  
Otherwise the  power the  m o s t  likely cause of the data anomaly i n  orb i t  415. 
system i s  shown t o  have functioned within design specifications or t o  have 
surpassed them. 
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1.0 IhTRODUCT I ON 
The Ariel I1 post-launch evaluation pursued under t h i s  contract has 
had three  d i s t inc t  areas of interest ,  namely, dynamics, power system and thermal 
performance. 
the  conclusion of phase 11. 
performance was borne out reasonably well by t h e  actual  spacecraft in orbi t .  
Final  reporting is now made i n  t h e  remaining areas. 
The poten t ia l i t i es  of t he  data were exhausted i n  t h e  l a s t  area at 
Results showed t h a t  pre-launch predicted thermal 
Ir? t h i s  phase I11 repod,  which is also the  f i n a l  report under the  
contract, an attempt i s  made t o  explain the  performance sunrmarized i n  the  phase 
I1 report. Possible causes a re  identified f o r  any unusual parameter variations. 
A l l  the  work rests upon t h e  data reduced t o  engineering un i t s  in 
phase I from t h e  telemetered data received as printouts from GSFC and also from 
the  United Kingdom. 
Refined and Predicted World Maps. 
the  data  reduction t a s k  and displays the  resu l t s .  
statement of t he  data, i.e., a declaration of j u s t  what the  spacecraft per- 
formance was. 
launch prediction where applicable. 
Use was also made of the  o r b i t a l  data presented i n  the  
The phase I report ,  reference 1, explains 
Phase I1 resulted i n  a concise 
These data were cast i n  terms sui table  for comparison t o  pre- 
Care has been taken, both i n  t h e  phase IX report and also i n  t h i s  
one, t o  indicate the  l eve l  of confidence which may be placed i n  the  conclusions. 
Such care i s  necessary because much of the work i s  b u i l t  up from inference and 
deduction with reliance on data of incidental  relevance. This i s  par t icular ly  
t r u e  i n  t h e  dynamics area, though not  confined there.  
Nevertheless, certain fac ts  may be s ta ted,  a t  l ea s t  qual i ta t ively,  
with firmness. For example, aerodynamic disturbance torques acting on the solar 
paddles are t h e  most s ignif icant  ones from the  spin torque point of view and are 
also s ignif icant  from t h e  precession torque point of view. 
make themselves evident i n  the  discussion. 
These firmer f a c t s  
In general, the  power system performed within predicted boundaries, 
wi th  one seven-minute 
t o  explain. 
and it appears t ha t  a good case can be developed f o r  holding the  inverter  re- 
sponsible. 
sent ed . 
period of  anomalous operation which has proved d i f f i c u l t  
Considerable e f for t  has been devoted t o  examining available evidence 
All of t h e  chain of reasoning employed i n  these deductions i s  pre- 
-1- 
v L 
Conclusions and recommendations are stated separately i n  connection 
with each subject area because the conclusions themselves have no great inter-  
relationship. 
* 
The dynamics question is considered first. 
I Y 
2.0 D Y N M C A L  ANALYSIS 
6.40 8.68 
47 72 64.70 
2.1 Spacecraft Inertia Data 
The following inertia data f o r  Ariel I1 is based on the  o rb i t a l  con- 
figcratioii of t h e  sstelklte according t o  Outline Drawing 702R482, Rev. H. The 
o r b i t a l  configuration has boms, paddles and antennas erected and deployed and 
includes the  o rb i t a l  portion of the separation mechanism. 
IZ 
c 
i 
Z 
Aft  
direct  ion 
I I M ~ S S  moment of i ne r t i a  ~~ 1 
I I I 
2 1 slug-ft I Kg* 
-2- 
. *  
1.53 .;k 10.08 e 10.08 
< 
< 21.69” 
40 
The center of m a s s  of the satellite is: 
- 
x A 0 (measured from Z - axis) 
y 0 (measured from 2 - axis) 
z = 
- 
- 
sta  36.U in. (measured from stat ion reference -- 8.630 in. 
ahead of nose) 
= sta 0.918 m 
2.2 Solar Paddle Geometry 
The s a t e l l i t e  has four solar paddles all with t h e  same surface area. 
Opposite paddles have ident ical  angular settings whereas adjacent paddles differ. 
Although each paddle actual ly  h a s  a double-wedge cross-section, it is  assumed 
fo r  convenience tha t  each paddle is a flat  plate.  
From Outline Drawing 702R482, Rev. H, t h e  paddle dimensions are 
obtained : 
length = 20.16 in .  
width = 11.98 in. 
The surface area of one s ide of one paddle is then: 
SI = 20.16 x 11.98 
2 = 2.41 in 
= 0.1555 m 2 
The normal view of each paddle i t s e l f  is: 
p t .  A (or B) I Paddle No. 1 (or 3)  I 
-3- 
* pt.  C (or D) 
e3 
r Paddle NO. 2 (or 4)  I 
10.08 
11.11 
21.19" 
The above views give t h e  t r u e  distances between the  reference point 
and t h e  center of pressure, cp, which is considered t o  be at  t h e  center of t he  
paddle. 
paddle as projected on t h e  X-Y plane is: 
The apparent distance between the  reference point and the  cp of each 
11 = li cos di 
li = t r u e  distance 
di = l a t i tude  of paddle shaft  
For paddle #1 (or 3) : 
I 
l1 = 11.61 cos 45" 
= 8.21 in. -
For paddle #2 (or  4): 
1 
l2 = 11.11 cos 22.5O 
= 10.26 in. 
The apparent locations of reference points and cp's, as projected on 
the  X-Y plane, a re  shown below i n  a plan view looking aft. 
. 
cp #& 
@ 
\ 
135" 
P 
. 
\ @ D  
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
225 O 
Po 
' 315" 
#2 
The cartesian coordinates of each cp are obtained trigonometrically: 
For paddle #1: 
= 17.67 in.  
y1 = (25.90 - 1.125) sin 45" 
= 17.51 in. 
-5- 
x Y 
17.67 17.51 
16.82 -20.7 
-17 e 67 -17.51 
-16.82 20.7 
= -&a. 50.97 - 11.61 sin 45" 
= -&a. 58.18 i n  (measured from stat ion reference) 
= -sta. 58.18 + s ta .  36.U 
= -22.02 in. (from center of mass). 
z1 
For paddle #2: 
3 = (26-57 - 2.75) COS 45" 
= l6.82 in. 
= -(26-57 + 2.75) sin 45" r2 
= -= in.  
z = -sta. 51.83 - 11.11 sin 22.5O 2 
= -sta. 56.08 i n .  
= -sta. 56.08 + sta. 36.U 
= -19.94 in. (from center of mass) 
The coordinates of t he  cp f o r  each paddle relative t o  the  center of 
m a s s  of t h e  satellite are tabulated below: 
Z 
-22.02 
-19 9b 
-22.02 
-19 94 
I 
Paddle 
~ 
To determine the angular orientation of t h e  solar paddles: 
c 
a. Let 0 be the  angle between the  satellite spin axis, z, and the  
paddle normal, n, i n  the  plane containing z and n. 
-6- 
b. Let 6 be t h e  angle between t h e  spin axis, z, and t h e  normal of 
t h e  paddle axis, nay in the  plane which includes the  spin axis and the paddle 
axis. 
Paddle 
No. 
1Y3 
2,k 
Angle (ded 
d 0 
45 57 67.4 
22.5 57 59.8 
-7- 
A typ ica l  paddle projection showing t h e  out-of-plane normal force, 
F (out of p h e )  
- Fn, i s  constructed below: 
n 
/ 
/ 
. 
The normal force may be resolved into: Fa = Fn sin B 
F = F  air?& c o s p  b n  
The general torque equation is: 
T = F x F  
- 
The torque about the  spin axis, z, of the  s a t e l l i t e  is f o r  any one paddle: 
T z i  = a F a + b  Fb 
= (a sin ,& + b sin (% cos p ) Fni 
= c F- i n i  
It is  seen t h a t  while Fn might be a function of a number of varia- 
i 
bles  including t h e  angle of incidence, the part within parenthesis (ci) i s  a 
function of geometry only and is  independent of other variables. Solving f o r  
t h e  ?%he cf Ci f o r  each pzddle: 
-8- 
Symbol 
b 
a 
a. 
P 
a sin 4 
b S h a .  c o s p  
c = a s i n O ( - + b s i n O C c o s t  
Units 
in, 
in. 
deg 
deg . 
in. 
ine 
ino 
m 
Paddle No. 
~ 
1 or 3 
1.125 
25090 
45 
57 
21.7 
0.433 
22.1 
0,561. 
2 or  4 
2-75 
26 97 
22.5 
57 
22,3 
0.573 
22.9 
0.582 
The torque about the  spin axis f o r  all four paddles is: 
TZ = TZi 
= 2c1 Fnl + 2 c2 Fn2 
= 2 x 0,561 Fnl + 2 x 0,582 Fn2 
Tz = 1.122 Fnl + 1-164 Fn2 (ntin) 
2.3 Spin Axis Torques and Accelerations 
The spin rate characterist ic of Ariel I1 is an item of primary 
interest, because the  satellite did not perform as anticipated. 
spin rate curve of Figure 1 i l lu s t r a t e s  how the  spacecraft failed t o  maintain 
a steady spin rate as expected but instead decreased rapidly from an initial 
spin r a t e  of 5.6 rpn down t o  2.2 ~ p n  then increased t o  3 rpn. 
spin reversal  cycles the  satell i te stopped spinning en t i re ly  about 190 days 
after launch., 
The measured 
After two more 
The origin of Figure l i s  explained in references 1 and 2. 
Since the  spinning action of t h e  spacecraft is essent ia l  t o  i t s  
successful operation, an explanation of the  actual  s p h  rate behavior of the  
satell i te is  of particular concern, 
Torques about t he  s p h  axis which Infight e x p l a h  Ariel 11's spin rate 
behavior include: 
-9- 
Q 
-10- 
a. aerodynamic 
b. solar radiation 
c. magnetic 
&. David Blanchard of GSFC has made an analysis (unpublished a t  the  
date of t h i s  writing) of Ariel 11 spin r a t e  performance. 
magnetic torques were not significant and could be disregarded. 
t h a t  aerodynamic torques were the  only significant factors  in a l te r ing  the  spin 
rate of t he  satellite. 
scribed the  spin r a t e  performance of Ariel I1 solely on the basis Of the aero- 
dynamic torques provided by the solar paddles and the  galact ic  noise antenna. 
H i s  developed spin rate curve closely matched the  actual  spin rate curve of 
A r i e l  I1 f o r  t he  x>o-day period considered. 
were, however, based en t i re ly  on t h e  assumption tha t  the  spin axis orientation 
of t h e  satell i te remained fixed in space f o r  t he  en t i r e  2OO-day period. 
He established tha t  
He concluded 
Mr- Blanchard finally developed an equation which de- 
H i s  spin rate analysis and equation 
It becomes evident, h o m e r ,  upon reference t o  Figure 2, t ha t  t he  
This actual  solar aspect angle d i f f e r s  markedly from t h e  anticipated angle. 
var ia t ion can only be explained by d i s t inc t  var ia t ions i n  spin axis orientation. 
Although the  vehicle is spin-stabilized, the spacecraft orientation varies from 
i ts  in i t ia l  direction as will be developed later. 
minimized by t h e  s a t e l l i t e  spin, is a significant influence on spin deceleration. 
This variation, although 
An important aspect of the  spin r a t e  character is t ic  is  tha t  there 
Positive spin accelerations a re  three  def in i te  periods of s a t e l l i t e  spin-up. 
can only be achieved by adding energy t o  t h e  system. Aerodynamic and solar 
radiation forces are both capable of increasing the  angular momentum of the 
s a t e l l i t e ,  whereas passive mangetic forces a re  incapable of such action. 
The ensuing sections W i l l  estimate the  aerodynamic and solar radiation 
e f fec ts  on the  s a t e l l i t e  in relat ion t o  the  spin rate performance. It w i l l  be 
shown t h a t  these e f fec ts  can explain t h e  spin-down and spin-up character is t ics  
of Ariel  11. 
2.3.1 Equivalent A i r  Density 
Inasmuch as aerodynamic forces were suggested by previous investi- 
gaLi"Ils t he  kzgest culi~l.r;~-utol%s to accelePations, air &nuiby, 
an important subsidiary parameter, needed definit ion.  The air  density 
-11- 
-12- 
N 
d) 
k 
encountered by Ariel I1 is continuously variable since the  orb i t  is eccentric 
(e 7 0.07). 
1 Ref. 1 provides estimated air  density data uhich considers variations due to :  
a. a l t i tude  - - i n  increments of 20 km 
b. 
c. 
time of day - - i n  two-hour increments 
solar ac t iv i ty  - - i n  ten graduated levels. 
In order t o  calculate ae rodyndc  forces it is  desired t o  establish 
an equivalent mean value of air density which can be considered t o  be operating 
over the  f u l l  o rb i t ,  although it i s  understood t h a t  most of t h e  aerodynamic 
momentum change actually occurs near perigee. 
It is estimated tha t  t h e  average solar flux i n  t h e  10.7 cm region 
over t he  dates of interest (3/27/64 t o  10/13/64) is 75 x 10 -22 &. This 
1 CPS 
value of solar ac t iv i ty  is equivalent t o  Model 2 , corresponding t o  a leve l  of 
very low solar act ivi ty .  
The density was averaged over a a-hour  period f o r  each increment 
of a l t i tude  frcm 290 t o  500 lan using t he  densi t ies  of Model 2, thereby pro- 
viding a mean da i ly  value of density f o r  each al t i tude.  
plotted of log density vs a l t i tude  t o  provide a smooth function of t he  density 
chsracter is t ic  . 
A curve was then 
The eccentric anomaly, E, was then calculated f o r  each a l t i tude  
using the  relation: 
r 
a 
- -  -1-  e cos E 
The mean anmaly, M, is obtain-d for each a l t i tude  f o r  t he  case 
where Mo = 0 by using the  relation: 
M = E - e sin E (2) 
1. H a r r i s ,  I.and Priester, W., The Upper Atmosphere i n  t h e  Range from 
I20 t o  800 km. Inst. for Space Studies, GSFC, NASA. August 1964. 
I 
r 
1 -  
p 
, -  
i 
-13- 
. , 
The o rb i t a l  time corresponding t o  each a l t i t ude  i s  then calculated 
f o r  t h e  case where to = 0 from t h e  formula: 
M =  pt  (3 
and the  mean o rb i t a l  motion is: 
211' P=c (4)  
where : 
T = a n d s t i c  period. a 
A curve of a l t i t ude  vs time was plotted t o  provide a smooth function of t h i s  
relation. 
of time was drawn. 
density per orb i t :  
U s i n g  a l t i t ude  as t h e  common factor,  a cumre of density as a function 
The area under t h i s  curve provides t h e  time in tegra l  of 
3 -10 kR/m x m i n  
orbi t  ay d t  = 1.55 x 10 (5) 
The equivalent mean density,/ 
o rb i t ,  but which is considered t o  act only at perigee, is determined: 
which is t h e  density averaged over a f u l l  
eq' 
T h i s  density value may be multiplied by actual  orb i t  time t o  obtain a c c d a t i v e  
effects .  
s ignif icant  errors ,  since t h e  principal aerodynamic forces occur near perigee. 
Use of perigee position and veloci ty  conditions w i l l  not introduce 
2.3.2 Aerodynamic Forces 
The aerodynamic forces developed by complete gas molecule absorption 
From t h i s  point, equations are by t h e  paddle are derived first in t h i s  section, 
generated f o r  t h e  three  possible cases 0f:cmplete specular re f lec t ion  of t he  
gas molecules by t he  paddles; diffuse ref lect ion of t he  gas molecules; and a 
combination of these two, 
Assme a flat  p la te  of f ron ta l  area, A, moving a t  velocity, v, 
througil a stationary medium or" f r ee  gas ii io~ecii~es of a s s  cie~siiy,~+*, 
-u- 
According t o  the  continuity equation the  steady-state a i r  mass f l o w  past t he  
p la te  is: 
& =PA cr (1) 
If the  impinging gas molecules were completely absorbed, t he  reaction force 
tha t  would develop on the  plate  as a consequence of t he  rate of change of 
momentum is: 
(2) F = -  (mu) dt 
Substi tuting (1) in to  (2) and considering t h a t  v is actually i n  the  direction 
of vehicle motion, t he  reaction force vector is: 
F = - f ) A d  p (3) 
where : 
v-  -  un i t  vector of plate velocity 
This reaction force is t h e  aerodynamic drag force tha t  would develop for perfect 
gas absorption, 
familiar drag force equation, F = CDA 
S, (one side) inclined at angle, i, t o  t h e  velocity vector: 
An equivalent drag coeff'cient, CD, of 2 could be used in the  
For a flat pla te  of surface area, 
3 . 
- 
A = S  cos i = s  (U n) 
The aerodynamic drag force is then: 
(4) 
where : 
- 
n = unit vector normal t o  surface. 
-15- 
. 
A. Specular Reflection 
I 
A s m e  specular ref lect ion of re f lec t iv i ty ,  rs, of the gas molecules 
from the  surface of area, S. 
bounds from the  surface with no loss i n  momentum. 
This condition assumes tha t  t h e  gas molecule re- 
The reaction force due t o  the  incident energy is: 
F. = - S (9- G) ( / C r 2 )  3. - 
1 
This force is equal t o  t h a t  developed by complete absorption. 
The force due t o  the reflected energy is: 
F ~ =  - rs S(V i) ( j p 2 )  - -1 - 
The resultant force is: 
The normal force is: 
For the  special  case where rs = 1: 
2 - 
= -2 S(G' G I 2  (PLP ) Fn 
-16- 
. . 
B. Diffuse Reflection 
' 0  
Assume diffuse reflection of re f lec t iv i ty ,  rd of the gas molecules 
from surface of area, S, 
in i t ia l ly  absorbed then subsequently emitted from the  surface a t  thermal  velocity 
following Lambert's cosine l aw.  
This condition assumes tha t  t he  gas molecules a re  
The reaction force due t o  the  incident energy is: 
- 
Fi = -s (3' E) (Yu-*) G. 
The force due t o  t h e  reflected energy is: 
F = -  2 r  s (E* E) (/y2) E 
- 
0 3 d  
The normal force is: 
C. General Reflection 
For the  more general case let  us assume tha t  ref lect ion of the gas 
molecules i s  partly specular and par t ia l ly  diffuse with r e f l ec t iv i t i e s ,  r 
rA, respectively. The resultant reaction force is: 
and 
5' 
U 
-17- 
The normal force is then: 
For the  prac t ica l  case of the s a t e l l i t e  i n  orbi t ,  it apgears t h a t  
there  will be no significant molecular absorption since t h i s  would r e su l t  i n  
a continual accumulation of gas molecules. It is  likely t h a t  the reflection 
process consists i n  part of specular ref lect ion and t h e  remainder of diffuse 
ref lect ion.  Since t h e  emitting surface is  at  re la t ive ly  l o w  temperature t h e  
exit molecular velocity i s  s t a t i s t i c a l l y  much lower than the  entrance velocity. 
Thus t h e  diffuse reflection effects can be effect ively disregarded. The normal 
force can f i n a l l y  be obtained from equation (8) while allowing f o r  operation 
from ei ther  side of the surface. 
The equivalent a i r  density was previously determined t o  be: 
eq = 1.53 x lo'= kg/m3 
Because of t h e  eccentr ic i ty  of the  o rb i t  t h e  aerodynamic forces occur only near 
perigee, 
error.  
Therefore, the  velocity a t  perigee can be used without appreciable 
c/' = 8.01 km/sec 
P 
The value of t he  aerodynamic terms can then be obtained: 
( p  LT ) = 9.78 x nt/m2 2 
eq 
and : 
S ( I e q  v2) = 1.52 x lo-* n t  
Aerodynamic Spin Torque and Acceleration 
(for  each paddle) 
2.3.3 
I. Solar Paddles 
The 
paddles is obtained 
a. 
P 
vector, v 
l imiting value of aerodynamic normal force on 
by assuming that:  
the s a t e l l i t e  spin axis, z,  1s aligned. t o  the 
- 
the solar 
. 
perigee velocity 
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b. t he  specular reflection coefficient, rs, is 100 percent 
The aerodynamic n o d  force on each paddle is: 
I cos i I 2 = -2s vequ- cos i Fn 
1. 
Fnl  
2. 
Fn2 
Paddle #1 (or  #3) where i = 67.4O: 
= -4.30 x n t  
Paddle #2 (or #4) where i = 59.8": 
= -7.69 x lo4 nt 
The consequent aerodynamic torque about t he  satell i te axis produced 
by the  f o u r  solar paddles is: 
T z = 1.122 Fnl -k 1.164 Fn2 (2) 
= -1.38 x n t in  
This value of spin torque is  averaged over the  en t i re  orbi t .  
The satell i te is  spin-accelerated by these aerodynamic forces acting 
on t h e  solar paddles. 
axis averaged over t he  orb i t  is: 
The equivalent aerodynamic acceleration about t he  spin 
b 
= TJIz  
= - 2-13 rad/sec 2 
= -0.176 rp /day  
The maximum spin-down r a t e  of the  actual satellite--occuring d i rec t ly  after 
o r b i t a l  injection where the  angle. 8, between z and 3; is 7 deg - is: 
\r P 
bs (max) = -0.10 rpn/day 
It is thus seen t ha t  aerodynamic torques are capable of producing the  sph-down 
ra tes  actually experienced by the  sa t e l l i t e .  
If we assume tha t  the  maximum aerodynamic torque produced by the  
solar paddles is attenuated by a cos # I cos # 1 re lat ion then we can account 
f o r  t he  i n i t i a l  misalignment between 5 and > 
r e f l ec t iv i ty  based on the assumption t h a t  t he  spin-down is  due solely t o  these 
paddle forces: 
and can estimate the  specular 
P 
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I -  
0.10 1 + rs - =  
0.176 cos2 7" 2 
which provides an estimated specular r e f l ec t iv i ty  of: 
r = 0.15 
S 
It should be emphasizedthat t he  solar paddles are equally as 
For example, on the  85th day the  spin acceleration is 4-0.05 qm/day - 
capable of causing t h e  satellite t o  spin up as indeed the  satell i te actually 
does. 
haif t h e  maximum spin-dom vaiue. 
11. Galactic Noise Antenna 
"he galact ic  noise dipole antenna consists of two weights each 
of which is attached t o  a stranded wire. 
weights maintains the  antenna extended a t  a diameter of 130 f t .  
The centrifugal acceleration of t h e  
Each weight has the following dimensions: 
The projected (broadside) area of each weight is: 
2 A = 0.723 in 
l A , F  nuo has &y 2ztsP& 6iaetST cf Q,057 PA.". ..,..--.4--...4- A,., ,.-+.:...+-o A UL U U J L A - ~  UI QE~ GUU.LYIQVCX# Pa.- .-I 
consider the  antenna k r e  t o  be attached a t  the  spin axis. 
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The mnximum despin torque condition occurs when the  spin axis, 
z, is normal t o  t he  perigee velocity vector, e , i.e., when j8 = 90 deg. 
P 
condition is considered t o  occur a t  points of zero slope on t h e  spin rate curve 
- - 
This 
of Figure 1, f o r  example at the  69th day. 
5+ 
The cmponent of 
t h a t  rs = 0 is: 
velocity normal t o  e i ther  weight i s  
v n = w s l + y ‘  P sings 
F = -A ‘Ieq w 1 
(1) 
The noFmal force of t h e  two weights assuming f o r  convenience 
2 
= -AP[(y 1 + “p I sin PlS I l2 
-(Us 1 - WP I sin zs 
=-upkt P S  w 1sinj8s (21 
The average value of t h i s  n o d  force i s  
The corresponding aerodynamic torque about t h e  spin axis due t o  t h e  two weights 
is : 
T = - 8 A J u *  7r P 9  W l2 ( 4 )  
Now consider the  elemental n o d  force of t he  two wires: 
( 5 )  e=-- 8 ‘Ir a /  *?A c -  rdr 
where: a = projected area/ft of wire 
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The corresponding elemental torque experienced by the  two vires is: 
(6) 
d T = - + a j w  8 Ls r2dr 
P S  
Integrating over the  length of t he  wires the  aerodynamic torque is: 
-I 
T = - +  8 a / w  p w sJ r2 dr 
The combined aerodynamic torque of t he  weights 
= 1.003 x 1 Ad + - A wire 3 
1 = 19.81 m 
= 1-53 x kg/m3 
LT = 8.01 km/sec 
P 
@ = 90 deg at D = 69 
and wires is then: 
A wire 1 (8) 
2 m 
= 0.230 rad/sec (or 2.2 rpn) '69 
The aerodynamic torque produced by the  weights and wires on the  69th day where 
the spin axis, z, is normal t o  the  perigee velocity vector, , is then calcu- 
la ted using equation (8): 
P 
= - 2,82 x nt-m T69 
The corresponding acceleration 
& = T/Iz  
= -l+.,38 x 
= -3.62 x 
about t he  spin 
lom1* rad/sec 2 
rpu/day 
axis  is: 
This value corresponds t o  the  condition of maximum magnttude of acceleration, 
but i s  s t i l l  orders of magnitude lower  than the  maximum magnitude of acceleration 
produced by t h e  solar paddles alone, 
creased t h i s  magnitude by a t  most a fac tor  of 2. 
A choice of rs = L O  would have only in- 
-22- 
For a l l  prac t ica l  purposes the  aerodynamic spin accelerations 
can be considered t o  be produced solely by the  solar paddles. 
A s  the  direction of spacecraft orientation is reversed (#7 
90 deg), the  re la t ive  wind on the  solar paddles Kill develop a posit ive spin 
acceleration o r  spin-up condition of equivalent magnitude. 
which ac t  as a four-bladed propeller, provide the  only means by which the  
spacecraft can increase its angular momentum, 
other spacecraft appendages are fncapable of producing a posit ive spin acceler- 
at  ion. 
The solar paddles, 
The center body and all t he  
2.3.1, Solar Pressure Spin Torque and Acceleration 
The solar pressure on a perfect absorber f o r  normal incidence at 
earth orb i t  is: 
S 2 - c = 4.54 x nt/m (for absorptivity,c,= 1) 
Assume 100 percent specular ref lect ion (rs  = 1) and assume t h a t  z is aligned t o  
s -- conditions which produce a maximum torque about t he  spin axis. - 
The normal force exerted by solap radiation on t h e  solar paddles is provided by 
the relation: 
S = -2 (;I s cos i / cos il 
For paddle #1 ( o r  #3) where i 67.4': 
For paddle #2 (or #4) where i = 59.8": 
=-3.60 x 10-7 n t  Fn2 
The consequent radiation spin torque developed by the  four solar paddles f o r  
t h e  case where = 6 and rs = 1 i s  as previously determined: 
Tz = 1.122 Fnl -+ 1.162 Fn2 (2) 
= -6,54 x nt-m 
The r g s ~ l t j p p  maaimm ap5n acceleration due t o  solar pressure on the  solar 
paddles is: 
-23- 
c 
= -1.01 x rad/sec2 
= -8.34 x PFn/dag 
This value of spin acceleration fs t h e  maximum tha t  could be achieved, s f i ce  
it is based on these assumptions: 
a. There is 100% reflection of the  incident solar power; 
b. the reflecticZ2 is ?!e* speczlar; m d  
c. there is 100% sunlight during the  en t i r e  orbit .  
I n  the  actual  case, the  spin acceleration due t o  so la r  pressure will be less 
than t h i s  l imiting value for the  follouing reasons: 
a.  t h e  r e f l ec t iv i ty  o f t h e  solar panels is obviously less than 
100% since a portion of the  incident sunlight is converted t o  e l e c t r i c a l  power 
the  solar aspect angle i s  never zero but instead has a minimum b. 
value of 30 deg at the  60th day 
c. the amount of sunlight during an orb i t  var ies  between 63 and 
100 percent but i s  l e s s  than 70 percent f o r  68 percent of t he  time over the 
first 200 days. 
Based on the  above considerations, we can estimate the value of the spin 
acceleration on the 60th day t o  be: 
2 eb0 = -8.43 x x 0.5 cos 30" x 0.68 
= -2.20 x rpn/day 
This value of spin acceleration i s  only 2-2 percent of the maximum measured 
spin acceleration of -0.10 rp/day.  
first day, but at t h i s  time the  solar aspect angle is 8'7 deg so t h a t  the solar 
ef fec ts  are negligible at t h i s  time. 
MaximMl despin of Ariel I1 occurs on t h e  
Thus we see tha t  solar pressure e f f ec t s  are not a s ignif icant  fac tor  
i n  causing s a t e l l i t e  spin-down. 
2,4 Spacecraft Orientation 
It is  readily apparent, after reviaring t h e  solar aspect angle as  
plotted in Figure 2, t ha t  the spacecraft orientation is def in i te ly  not f k e d  in 
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space, 
its s table  axis with  a considerable angular momentum -- t h e  craft is  subject 
t o  de f in i t e  disturbances which result i n  precession. 
Although the  satell i te is a spin-stabilized vehicle -- spinning about 
The purpose of t h i s  section of the  report is t o  determine t h e  most 
probable t ra jec tory  of spin axis orientation. 
No a t t i tude  sensors were ins ta l led  on A r i e l  I1 so a t t i t ude  infor- 
mation must be inferred from known orbital eleoneints, satellite spin Pats (Figure 
1) and so lar  aspect angle (Ffgure 21, 
themselves deduced indirect ly  from telametered data  cove~ing the fbst  200 days 
in orbi t .  
"'hem h t t - e r  tm ehe rzc t e~fa t f c s  were 
It was previously determined i n  Section 2 of t h i s  report  t ha t  t h e  
aerodynamic torques exerted by t he  s o k  paddles in the  v i c in i ty  of perigee were 
responsible fo r  essent ia l ly  %he ent i re  spin rate behavior of t he  spacecraft. As 
a necessary s tep  in establishfig vehicle orientation it is desired t o  determine 
the  veloci ty  aspect angle (or angle of attack) as a function of time. 
angle, Qv, is defined as tha t  angle between t h e  spacecraft spin axis, z, and 
the  perigee velocity vector, ~dp e P 
This - 
0 
The acceleration characterist ic about t h e  vehicle spin axis, as 
i l l u s t r a t ed  by Figure 3, was obtained by d i f femnt ia t ing  the  spin r a t e  character- 
i s t i c  of F i g w e  1, 
rpn/day--correspondhng t o  a condition of r n a x h s m  sph-down, 
up oecu~s a t  t he  85th day where the m a x h m m  spin-up is 0,05 rpn/day--half t he  
magnitude of the  or ig ina l  spin deceleration, 
spin acceleration occur. 
A s  may be observed, t h e  i n i t i a l  spin acceleration is -Oslo 
The maxbum s p h -  
'bm other periods of positive 
Knowhg the  s p b  a c ~ e b e r a t i o n , ~ ~ ,  t he  aerodynamic torque tha t  
produced tha t  aceeleration may be readily calculated from the  relat ion:  
T z = I z a Z  
The problem then becomes one of determining t he  fwnction relating vehicle angle 
of attack t o  the aerodynamic torque developed about the spin axis. 
The two pairs  of s o l a r  paddles ape attached t o  t,he spacecraft s t r u t s  
with different %nguPar settings, Geometrical interference o r  ahadowing becomes 
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a def in i te  fac tor  in modifying paddle torques. 
angle t h e  center body may cyclically shadow variable portions of t he  paddles 
d u r a  papt of the  spin revolution while t he  solar  paddles also shadow each 
other in a cyclic and complex fashion. 
problem, and in v5ew of the relat ive lack of precision i n  derived pePtSnent 
data, a rigorous investigation could not be Just i f ied,  
Depending on t h e  vehicle aspect 
Because of t h e  complexTty of t he  shadow 
In derivPng the aerodynamic force exerted on a spinning paddle 
consider t h e  fol lowhg diagram: 
- 
vf 
- 
/r) 
The instantaneous angle between the perQee veloci ty  vector, #, and the  
individual paddle normal, G, may be calculated from the  relation: P 
cos fd = cos e, eos a + sin e, sin cc cos Y (2) 
 ere Y is spin angle. 
Since spin torques are  de t emhed  only by forces normal t o  the  paddles, t he  
general normal force equation f o r  an individual paddle is: 
As indicated in Section 2.3.2 t h e  eff ects of diffuse aerodynamic ref lect ions a re  
negligible, so equation ( 3 )  can be effect ively sbp lF f i ed  t o  read: 
(4) 
The above equation is valid only f o r  t he  theore t ica l  case of no 
In  the  actual  case equation ( 4 )  must be modified t o  take shadowing 
Those portions of equations (3) and (4) d t h i n  brackets were 
shadowing, 
i n to  account., 
GTZ~Z&,& by h t e g a t h g  over wiie s p h  rsvoiukion f o r  various values of 8 v and 
f o r  three completely a rb i t ra ry  combkations of r e f l e c t i v i t i e s  ( r s  = 1, rd = 1, 
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h 
& 
and pS = P = 005)* The S p h  t a r p e  dweleped by t h e  € o m  solar paddles can 
then be detemhed by appbing t h e  paddle normal forces te t h e  torque equation 
previously developed m Section Ze2: 
d 
T = 1,322 Fnl + LP6& Fn2 (nt-n) (5) 
This torque variation, which is a function of the velocity aspect angle, Q 
can be applied t o  t h e  actual  s p h  torque history of t h e  s a t e U t e  t o  obtain 
the velocity mpct angle, Qvg as a function of days frm launch, 
is presented in Figure 4 fop t h e  a ~ b i t r g p y  case where r e =  
effects were not ineluded in d m e b p h g  t h i s  curve, 
v’ 
An example 
=0,5. Shadowfig 
0 
A sknpler and more htni tkve approach was a l s o  made by assuming t h a t  
the actual  aerdynanfc spin t o q u e  dweLopd by the  so la r  paddles varied simply 
as a function of velocity aspect angle, 8 as indicated below: v’ 
The remlts of equation ( 6 )  when cmbined with t h e  spin torque history of k f e l  
11 are presented in Figure 5 which presents t h e  velocity aspect angle as a fune- 
t i o n  of d a p  frm launeh, 
t o  t h e  results of F W e  5 than to those of Figure 40 
Subseq~le~t& discussed analysis lends more cred ib i l i ty  
2,h.2 Spin Axis Orientation 
The orientation o€ t he  spazecraft may fhaXly be determined based 
OR a knowledge of these four parmeters:  
a. s o l a r  poai%ion 
b, solar  aspect angle 
e. 
de  velocity aspect angle. 
position of perigee ~ e h c f t y  vector 
The posit ion of t he  sunline, S9 for t he  2OO-day period is plotted in ce le s t i a l  
coordha tes  in the  cum6 of Figure PO of the Phase XI reporti. 
of a o k  aspect angle, 
The time p lo t  
s9 is 5hcbn by Figure 3 of the Phase I1 repopt, The - 
dkeet fon  of the perfgee velocity Yec~Or, CT bS presented .b e e l e s t i d  eo- PS 
ordinatas f o r  the 2oO-day p e r i d  by Figure E2 of Phase II report ,  The velocity 
% K s  analysis was c a r r i d  oini pricr t o  concki ing inai, rd can be c i i a r e g d a a  
as stated i n  asctfon 2,3+2, Taking ~m dll change the numerical r e su l t s  of t he  
present seetion somewhat, but w a l l  n3t altar the  eoncluaions of the report, 
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aspect angle, Qv, is indicated in Figure 5 of t h i s  report as discussed in the  
prwious seetion. The orientation of" the  spin axis, z, may be solved f o r  ZUQT 
paPtfcular day by simultaneously solving t h e  two sets of conditions as illus- 
t r a t ed  by t h e  following dhgram. 
- 
P 
" 
Ce 
S 
I estral 
p h e r e  
- 
The sun ;ingle, d s 9  measured f ~ m  t h e sun position, s, fows a minor c i r c l e  of 
posit ion on the  surface of the  ce l e s t i a l  sphere, 
angle, Qv9 measured from t h e  spa t ia l  position of t he  perigee velocity vector, 
W 
intersect, i n  t h e  general ease a t  tam d i s t inc t  points, z1 and z z j  on the  surface 
of t h e  celestial sphere. One of these two points must coincide with t h e  ac tua l  
orientation vector, 5, of t h e  spacecraft, while t he  other is f i c t i t i ous .  
Print 
is real. 
Concurrently, t he  velocity 
- 
forms another minor e b e l e  of position. These two  c i ~ c l e s  of position 
P - 
In 
nna ~f tho p r & l m ~  f t~ det.armine for  each t h e  whlch of these two points 
This problem of distinguishing the  r e a l  orfentation for a par t icular  
9 "--- . Y" " 
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l -  
i 
i 
I 
, -  
Occasionally, 
figure (b) or  (c )  will develop, i n  which case the  singular point, z, is 
a r b i t r a r i l y  taken as shown: 
(due t o  incmpat ible  data, t he  s i tuat ion presented by e i t h e r  
The element of unce r t ah ty  of point selection is ~emoved at each of these 
unique points. 
the  Phase I1 report, provides an accuratep well defined s ta r t ing  point. 
procedure used t o  describe t h e  most probable t ra jectory of t he  orientation 
vector was t o  plot  a l l  points in ce le s t i a l  coordinates - declination vs r ight  
ascension -- w i t h  time indicated at each point. 
selected on t h e  basis of a smooth, consistent progression of points. 
cases there  is l i t t l e  doubt about which .?oint is the more probable one. 
most probable t ra jectory of spacecraft o.rientation, 2, is portrayed 
coordmates by Figure 6 .  
For reference p rposes  C U ~ B S  of sunhe  position, s, and direction of perigee 
veloci ty  vector, ? 
aerodynamic model--used t o  derive veloci1.y aspect angle, 
the  most compatible, consistent and smoc;h oflentation data was t ha t  correepond- 
ing to figwe _S which *& has& on the C ~ S  Qv 1 cos 0 I re lat ion and which is  
cer ta in ly  only an approximatior, of t h e  t rue  picture. 
The i n i t i a l  orientation, io, as described in Section 2.2.9 of 
The 
The more likely points were 
In most 
The 
ce le s t i a l  
Points are plo1;ted approximately every f i v e  days. 
- 
are  also displayed on t h i s  plot. Interestingly, the  
PP 
-which provid-ed % 
I V I  

- 
The spin-axis orientation vector, z, is seen t o  move slowly from 
- 
t h e  i n i t i a l  position, zo. 
spin a x i s  moves more rapidly in space and establishes a more e r r a t i c  motion, 
The orientation vector appears t o  wander about in a random fashion, but t h e  
amount of actual  orientation wander over t h e  18O-day period considered is 
surprisingly amall: 
As t h e  progresses (and the  spin rate decreased) t h e  
I 
Celestial 
Coordinate 
r igh t  ascension 
declinat ion 
Total  Angular 
Change (dep;) 
254 
p24 
Thus while the  spacecraft orientation does not remain fixed in space, Ariel I1 
does appear t o  be reasonably well space-stabilized over the  half-year period 
under consideration. 
2,5 Spacecraft S t ab i l i t y  
, -  
Ariel I1 was init ially Spun up about, i t s  Z-axis, the  d s  of maxi- 
mum moment of inertia. 
ta in ing  i t s  s t a b i l i t y  despite energy dissipation within flexing spacecraft 
members and appendages. 
c r a f t  spun about any a d s  other than  t h e  principal Z-axis, although it must be 
admitted there were isolated b i t s  of inconsistent teleaetered data  which would 
have been easier  t o  explain a f  the  craft had bean tumbling about, 
This spin axis is def in i te ly  the  s table  axis -- main- 
There is no de f in i t e  evidence t o  indicate tha t  t h e  
The spacecraft m a y  be considered t o  consist of two separate spin- 
ning systems: 
a. 
bo 
a re la t ive ly  r ig id  center body w5th fixed appendages 
the galact ic  noise dipole antenna composed of weights and th in  
f l e d b l e  wires .,
The antenna is  spinning frt a plane which is presumably normal t o  the  spin OF 
Z-axis of t h e  spinning center body. 
acceleration resultbg frm t h e  s p h  r a t e  ensure tha t  t he  antenna re ta ins  the  
form of a flat dipole. The antennawbes are attached t o  the  center body and 
me then fed through the two diametrically opposed galact ic  antenna booms which 
act  as  kPire guides. The boms am in tu rn  rigfdLv fiste-nred tc the cs~ter-  bociy. 
The antenna weights due t o  centrifugal 
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. c 
The center body by itself is also a s table  body and K i l l  thus tend 
t o  spin about its own Z-axis. 
upon the  center body, we might expect a consequent angular precession t o  develop 
about the  momentum vector of t h e  center body and about the  undisturbed antenna 
axis of rotation. 
antenna spin axis would as a resul t  of t h e  constraint  offered by t h e  born guides 
cause the  antenna weights t o  be reeled in. 
opposed by t h e  centrifugal acceleration of the  weights. 
therefore tha t  t he  en t i r e  spacecraft is essent ia l ly  a r ig id  body system, i , e e 2  
the  spin axis of t h e  center body maintains itself in v i r t u a l  alignment with 
the  spin axis of the en t i r e  s a t e U t e  system. 
on t h e  center body w 5 l l  be resisted by t h e  t o t a l  angular momentum of the  space- 
c ra f t ,  and the  en t i re  spacecraft w i l l  accordingly precess as a single p h p i c a l  
uni t  e 
I f  we now consider a disturbance torque t o  ac t  
Any precessionalmovment of t h e  center body re la t ive  t o  the  
This action would be strongly 
It may be concluded 
Any disturbance torques acting 
2.6 Precession Torques 
It becomes apparent a f te r  revie- Section 2.4.2 and Figure 6 i n  
par t icu lar  t ha t  t he  orientation of Ariel I1 did not remain fixed in space, as 
one m f g h t  expect of a spin-atabf39zed craf t ,  but instead wandered about in space 
in a seemhgly random fashion. 
180-day period for which da ta  w m  w d l a b l e  prmed t o  be s i i p r i s m g l y  snaLl9 
indicating the  effectiveness of the spin s tabi l izat ion.  As mentioned in the  
previous section the  
z 
Nevertheless, t he  amount of wander over the  
departure from the  init ial  orientation vector, - 
was only 254 deg in r igh t  ascension and U 4  deg in declination, 
0 9  
The maximum rate of change of spacecraft pofn thg  d imct ion  is on 
t h e  order of 27 deg/day between the 125th and the  l28th day where the  spin rate 
is 1.8 rpn. 
Even though h i e l  I1 did not i n  t h e  first 180 days deviate a pea t  
dea l  from its initial direct ion in space, t h e  f a c t  remains tha t  it did move 
about t o  some &en%. 
the  accumulated effect  of the  several precessional motfons developed by t h e  
vehicle as a consequence of disturbance torques exerted on the  spacecraft, 
The disturbance torques l i ke ly  t o  be a factor  in h i e l  11's a t t i t ude  behavior 
include : 
This change hi Ariel I1 orientation can be explained as 
-3 5- 
a, p a x i t y  gradient 
be a e r d y n d e  
e, s o w  radiation 
Sfice the lat ter disturbance tQPqUf3 is similar i?. effect t o  aerodynamic dis- 
turbance to~ques but, is coashderablg- miller in degree it will not be eon- 
aidered f w t h e r I  
- 
The angle, "f, between the  orb i t  4ifectorj wo, and t h e  spaeeeraft 
or ien ta t ion  vector, E,  was calcuhted at l O - d a y  internah and fs plotted as 
z f-imctfsz cf' t h 6  5.n the  c m e  of F ~ g u ~ e  7, Although the angle oscillates 
back and forbh, it fs noted that stls departure from a n & d  90-deg level is 
o n b  +33 deg and -5% dcg, 
5 that the velodty aspee% angle, 8 
deg level alss, 
d e f h i t e  trend toward any s p e c i f i c  m~gdar- correspondence betmen t he  perigee 
radius vector, 
It is a k 9  interest ing to n ~ t e  in the case of Figure 
genera%* oacill%ees about a nominal 90- 
'B 
Despite these tw obsamations, there m f o p t u n a t e l y  is no 
and the  orientation ~ e ~ t ~ r ; ,  E ,  PP 
GravltJr gradient torques and aerodynamic disturbance torques w 5 l l  
be briefly discussed i n  the following sect ions,  
2 ., 6 e b Gravity Gradient T o m e s  
r = R e + h  P 
= 63.sL3 + 289-5 
= 6660.8 km 
a = 7202 km 
I 
c 
and 
2 I = 61.79 Kg-m 
2 I = 8.68 Kga! 
1% = 64.70 Kg-m 
X 
Y 
2 
To obtain the  mean gravity gradient torque duping each o r b i t ,  sub- 
s t i t u t e  t he  semi-major axis, a, for P: 
-6 -2 = 1,61 x 10 see 
The torques introduced by gravity-gradient ape then: 
TG = 1.61 x lo4 (64.70 - 8.68) s h  2 Ox 
X 
= 9.01 x lo-* sin 2 0- nt-m 
= 1.61 x lo4 (64,,70 - 61.79) sin 2 Q 
= 4.68 x lo4 sin 2 Qy ntcm 
TG Y Y 
(4) 
It is seen tha t  TG 
frm fwbher  consideration, 
is much smaller than TG and therefore TG uill be dropped 
Y X Y 
The gravity-gradient torque about t h e  satea-litegs X - a x i s  attempts t o  align 
the  Z-axis t o  t he  loca l  horizontal plane (normal t o  the  loca l  geocentric ver t ica l ) ,  
This torque acting on the  spinning satell i te produces a cyclic (related t o  
spin angle) precession of the  Z-axis about t he  loca l  geocentric ver t ical .  
Y-axis w i l l  attempt t o  align w%h the radius vector, F ( local  ver t ica l )  since 
The 
is t he  principal axis of least k e r t f a .  
2.6.2 Aerodynamic Precession Tomue 
The aerodynamic disturbance torque appears near t he  perigee condition 
each orbi t ,  
four solar paddles and on the  center body. 
siderably longer moment a w s ,  much of t he  aerodynamic torque is developed by 
t h e  paddles, although t h e  center body and solar paddles do shadow each other, 
The center-of-pressure of each paddle i s  al ternately 0,559 m and 0.507 m below 
It is largely determined by the  a e r o d y n d c  forces exerted on the  
Since t h e  solar paddles have con- 
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0 f 
t h e  center-of-mass of the  satel l i te-measured along the Z-axis, 
solar paddles act  like a t r a i l i ng  four-bladed propeller, the  aerodynamic pre- 
cession torque W i l l  s t r i ve  t o  continually align the. Z-axis with the  perigee 
velocity vector. 
dl1 be developed noma1 t o  both t h e  spin vector and the  velocity vector, 
Using t he  arbi t rary reflection characterist ics of rS = rd = 0-5 and assuming 
no shad~wirii, a mu& estimate was made of the  aerodynamic disturbance torque: 
as a function of velocity aspect angle, 
Since the  
Because the  s a t e l l i t e  is apfinfng, an angular precessional r a t e  
This approximate $+metion is shown 3n Figure 8, As an example let  
’is consider the case ~f t h e  128th  d q :  
8 = 90 deg v 
T = 2.65 x lo+ fitin (at QV = wo) 
= L 8  r p  ( f r m  mme of s p f i  rate) 
= 0.1882 rad/ssc 
W Z  
2 Iz = 64.7 kg-m 
The spin momentum is: 
.. 
2 = 64.7 kg-m x 0,1882 radlsee 
= U.i9 nt-m-sec 
Since t h e  precession torque r e l a t i o n  is: 
T = W H ~  
the  rate of angular precession is: 
- 2.65 x lo”’ n t  - m 
12.19 nt - m - see 
= 10.8 deg/day 
The above e s t h t e  of angular precession rate of t he  spacecraft orientation 
vector f l l u s t r a t e s  t ha t  aerodynamic t o q u e s  are capable of producing much of 
t he  ztt.%+,ude cbf.ft rate experienced by Ariel X I ,  
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2.7 Dynamical Conclusions and Recommendations 
It is concluded tha t  t he  spin rate behavior of Ariel I1 can be 
readi ly  explained as the  result of aerodynamic spin torques exerted on the  
solap paddles which ac t  as a four-bladed propeller. 
o rb i t  these torques occur only near t he  p r i g e e  condition each o rb i to  
r e l a t i r e l y  large spin deceleration experienced a t  t h e  beginning of the  f l i g h t  
developed because the  vehicle initially was nearly fi alignment d t h  the  
perigee velocity vector- 
as a consequence of reversals i n  the relative wind. 
Because of t he  e l l i p t i c a l  
The 
i 
Subsequent periods of s p f i  acceleration were produced 
It is f u r t h e r  concluded tha t  the  re la t ive ly  small a t t i t ude  wander 
of t he  spacecraf tBs orientation vector is t he  result of gravity gradient and 
aerodynamic disturbance torques. 
f o r  t h e  aerodynamic precession torque, 
was shown t o  be of t he  same order of magnitude as t h e  aerodynamic torque. 
A substant ia l  precession rate was calculated 
and the  maxhum gravity gradient t o q u e  
It is recommended tha t  no fur ther  e f fo r t  be expended on the  dynamic 
analysis of Ariel I1 f o r  t he  following reasons: 
a, The present e f fo r t  provides an adequate explanation of t he  s p h  
rate behavior of the s a t e l l i t e ,  Spin r a t e  is t h e  area of primary in te res t  since 
it d i r ec t ly  involves the  operational effectiveness of t h e  experiments aboard the  
s z t a l l i t e ,  These expez-ments ~ely on satell i te spin f o r  t h e i r  scanning 
means, and the galact ic  noise dipole requires a spin rate t o  r e t a b  its form, 
b. The a t t i t ude  information is subject t o  def in i te  errors which 
may at  times be significant since these data could not be measup& di rec t ly  
and had t o  be en t i re ly  derived. 
developing t h i s  a t t i tude  h f o w a t i o n ,  Therefore it is f e l t  t ha t  t h e  quali ty 
of t h e  a t t i t ude  information, while adequate f o r  the  qual i ta t ive work already 
performed, is not such as t o  warrant fur ther  e f for t .  
A number of assumptions had t o  be mads while 
It is reemended tha t  on future spacecraft designs, when operating 
within the  sensible atmosphere of the earth, t ha t  careful  a t tent ion be given 
t o  t h e  spin torques which could possible be developed by unsymmetrical aero- 
dynamic surfaces such as solar paddles, radiators, and other large surfaces. 
It is fur ther  recommended tha t  a t t i t ude  and a t t i tude  r a t e  sensors 
be h s t a l l e d  s l l  s i g i ~ E f c ~ i ;  spacecraft, par t icular ly  when they are 
41- 
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- experimental o r  developnental i n  natured 
store: t h i s  a t t i t ude  information o r  provide such information on a continual 
basis so t h a t  it can be talemetered back t o  earth on e i the r  a programed or a 
command basis. 
Provisions should be made t o  e i the r  
3 .O POWER SYSTEM PERFORMAMCE 
Thfs see tic^ is 8 presentation of t he  r e su l t s  obtained from Phase 
I11 ef fo r t  i n  t h e  analysis of the  powr system performance of t he  UK-2/S-52 
International Sa te l l i t e .  The Pham I11 effort is essentfal ly  an extension of 
Phase I1 wherein 
pes~formance data  t o  note and document gross defects and/or anomalous bshavfor 
of the  power sptesn. 
the data of €#as@ I w e  -sxaz.bSC b5th respect to preiaunch 
Briefly, the pesults of Phase I1 may be summarized by s ta t ing  t h a t  
no p m a n e n t  faults were observed, and wi th  t he  exception of t he  following 
anomalses, the  pomp system performed successfully with respect t o  t h e  long- 
m e  requirements of t he  UK-2/S-52 aateXlite. Anomalous behaviors c i ted we~e:  
1, Unusual variation of t e h n e t e r d  performnee piucamters and a 
lapse of telemetry in orb i t  number 415. 
In Phase III t h e  a~omalous behaviors not& in Phase I1 are examined 
in greater detail t o  explain the probable cause;, 
data  is made in an attempt t o  deternine the  degradation of t he  bat tery and the 
Further analysis of Phase I 
solap cell aPray. 
g e l  Battery Performance 
The data  available which rela%es t o  the  bat tery are perfomance 
parameters : 
PP No, 07 - Unregulated Bus (battepg terminal voltage) 
PP No, 10 - Battery Current 
PP No. 11 - Battery Temperature 
T h i s  data has bean ms&;~,& C,c 1) 6 e t s i d . e  ciegrdaiion of terminal voltage, 
2) detemine degradation c~f charge efficiency, and 3 )  determine ff the  standby 
bat tery was used. 
was not employed since the  18 hour internal timer was never activated. 
It was concluded in Phase I1 studies  t h a t  the  standby bat tery 
The 
analysis performed he reh  is abed at supporting the preliminary conclusion by 
the  presentation of addftional evidence, 
3.1.1 Battery T e d &  Voltage 
A cum@ of naxhuxn ba t teq  tsrmfial voltage versus battery temp- 
erature  ia shorn %n Figure 9 .  The data was o b t a h x i  from t h e  200-da.y graphs 
of Phase I, and each da ta  point is ~efe~enced according t o  days from launch. 
Since a favorable power balance existed, the mnlrinnrm temhal vdtage ubserved 
corresponds approxhately t o  tha t  of a ful ly  charged battery. SsmSlaply, high 
bat tery temperature would occur during d @ h e  as the  bat tery overcharged. 
(It is interest ing t o  note h o m e r ,  t h a t  the  variation of bat tery temperature 
in a given day-night orb i t  was Sn general 4 O C  or less,) 
points, two d i s t inc t  s l o p s  are obtained, 
bat tery terminal voltages where voltage M t b g  action by t h e  bat tery charge 
and protective c b d t  ocmrede 
i n  b a t t e q  charge current and ocews only at cold temperatures due t o  t h e  
character is t ic  negative tenperatme coefficient of bat tery terminal voltage. 
16.34. and 16.43 vol t s  are t he  average voltage E m i t  points& l 6 O C  and - l 5 O C  
respect1vel.y. 
change corresponds with pre-launch data o f  -%v/oc a t ab i l f ty  of t h e  voltage M t  
electronics,  
0-1 volt, however t h i s  apparent error is only 0.6% and may be at t r ibuted t o  
measurement resolutions in pre-Paunch and post-hunch data. 
Averaghg the  data 
The minimum slope corresponds t o  
Voltage l imiting is accomplished by a reduction 
The 90 mv change 5.n voltage Emit, p o h t  fo r  a 31°C tmpera€nre 
The absolute values appear t o  be shif ted downward approxhately 
"ha conclusion drawn from t h e  data of Figure 9 is that no apparent 
degradation h b a t t e w  terminal voltage oeewred over t he  IqO-days where data 
is a v d h b l e ,  
3.1.2 Battery Charm Efficiency 
In general, t he  termfial  voltage of t he  bat tery is not indicative 
of t h e  bat tery charge state because of t h e  plateau region in the  voltage- 
a p e r e  hour character is t ic  of a Ni-Cd c e l l ,  
of determining t h e  bat tery charge eff%eieney in a par t icu lar  charge-discharge 
cycle. 
as a function of time is lhited. 
Hence there are no exact means 
It fol tnvs t h ~ t  the  &K!L9v~ 50 dstsziiikie degradation i n  charge efficiency 
-43- 
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A character is t ic  of the Ni-Cd battery does exist whereby terminal 
I. 
voltage can be used as  a rough hd ica t ion  of charge s ta te .  
less than approximately 15"C, the terminal voltage r i s e s  rapidly above t h e  
aforementioned plateau region i n  the terminal voltage-ampere hour character is t ic  
as  t h e  battery approaches the  fu l ly  charged s t a t e .  
t h e  bat tery begins t o  "over-gasn. 
bat tery charge and protective un i t  in the  power systan was designed t o  capitalLee 
on t h i s  bat tery voltage phenumenon and thereby reduce charging current t o  
minimfae "over-gash@ . 
A t  cold temperatures, 
> 
This  phenomenon occurs as  
The over-voltage I id . t i ng  function of t he  
Since iuaxhmm bat tery terminal voltage as  a function of temperature 
in Figare 9 showed no unusual variations with t h e ,  it was decided t o  plot a 
s c a t t e r  diagram of bat tery charge time versus days after launch. 
time" is defined here as the time requbed t o  reach a specified terminal voltage 
a f t e r  entering sunlight. 
sunlight curves of Phase I, and the charge time t o  specific voltages determined 
from t h e  composite orb i t  graphs, also of Phase I. 
Figure 10 are labeled w5th the  percent sunlight, bat tery temperature and aspect 
angle t o  enable correlation of similar conditions which a f fec t  bat tery charge 
time. 
ampere-hours in  darkness would be equal (assuming consistent load), Battery 
tmperature  is impoptant since charge efffcieney is related,  becmhg  be t te r  
a t  cold temperature. Aspect angle a f fec ts  the  solar array output current as 
a function of t h e ,  when t h e .  s a t e l l i t e  enters daylight e 
aspect angle is  of l ea s t  importance, and t h e  assumption is made t h a t  t he  
e f f ec t s  of solar c e l l  array degradation are  negligible since excessive solar 
a r r e n t  was available short ly  a f t e r  daylight entrance. 
The "charge 
shnlfght entrance t h e s  were de t emhed  from percentage 
The data  points shown i n  
Correlation of percentage sunlight is  hpor t an t  _&ce the  discharge 
It is believed tha t  
Correlation of a few data points a t  16.0 vol t s  i s  shown by s t ra lght  
lines A and Be 
conditions of &e B. 
t ha t  must be made, the limfted data available, and the accumulative errors  
possible in data measurement and reduction shade the  resul ts .  However, be 
tha t  as  it may, the analysis does not indicate a degradation in bat tery charge 
efficiency , 
Line C shows the  charge time t o  16.35 vol t s  with correlated 
Although the  data may be interesting, t h e  assumptions 
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1 3 .lo3 Battery Temperature 
M a . x h u m  and m i n h  battery tempraturea of 59°C and -9Pc.5OC o c e u r d  
From t h e  battery ce l l  s p e ~ f f i c a t i o n ~  the  eXpected range of ambient operating 
at 98-days and 57-days, respectively, according to t he  2OO-day papha of Phase 
I, 
temperatures, typical  of f l i g h t  conditions, was -5°C t o  +l+O°CD 
erature and operating tanperatwee, f o r  design qua.Ufieation, were specified 
t o  be -30°C &Z0C t o  -60°C +2OC and -15°C i2.C t o  50°C +2OC, respectively, A l -  
though ant ieLpatd ambient t&nperatureS Were exceeded, t he  specified operating 
Storage temp- 
+,apl.s+zes S21”B --I. u**e&& on&- zt hot tGq.ierz*ie* The 59°C liis*-iei7ieEt is 
batte2gr temperature may be subject t o  large emor since the  range of t R e  temp- 
erature measurement was b m d d  at 6OoC, 
(at least con t inu f ly  charged a t  500 Ha. s h c e  100% sunlight at the  t h e )  w e l l  
beyond the  specified operating temperature of 5OoC with apparently no damage 
is a creditable note t o  the  quali ty of the Ni-Cd-battery cells. 
The f ac t  t ha t  the  battery was operated 
Pn fur ther  regard t o  battery temperature, a maximan temperature 
4 rise of 23.3”C above lower shelf temperature was  predicted for continual over- 
charge (7.40 watts dissipation),  In t h e  period of 96 t o  lOO-days, where 100% 
sunlight existed and the  battery was dissipating 7-45 watts due t o  continuous 
overcharge, the  battery tenperatme ~ i s e  above lower shelf temperature was 
~ppr;.o-xh~t.ely 20°C. 
limiting charge current was  o r ig ina l ly  plannd for t h e  battery charge and 
protective efrcuft ,  f t  was not used i n  t h e  f l i gh t  sate.U.ite since analyses of 
lower she l f  temperature and ba t tem temperature rise s h o d  no need for 
temperature Emfting by reduetion of charge current, 
temperature sensing should have been included t o  help prevent excessive operat- 
ing t mperatures e 
Although batt,el.y temperature semirig f o r  the p ~ p s e  of 
It is now be%%eved tha t  
3.,1.& Standby Battery 
The minimum umegulated bus voltage obsemed, from the  2OO-day graphs, 
was 13.75 vo l t s  at  day 1350 
Yxanmltter off”  period w-hich follows an undervoltage condition was not ob- 
semed, h d f c a t e s  tha t  t h e  standby battery was not employed. 
this eonelusion is the consistent behavior of battery terminal voltage versus 
battery imnperature shorn i n  ~ i g u r e  y o  
fated only wi th  launch-the tron-buslJ battery, ) 
T h i s  fact ,  coupled wfth the  f ac t  t ha t  an 18 hour 
To further support 
(Battery iamperature, PP KO. aasoe- 
Furthermore, maximum battery 
-4%- 
. 
temperature as related t o  nmx-hum lower shelf temperatwe ranged from 0 t o  5°C 
higher except f o r  three periods of high percentage sunlight, In  these periods 
(22 t o  31, 95 t o  101 and 167 t o  169 days) bat tery temperature r i s e  above lower 
shelf was s ignif icant ly  higher, 10 t o  20°C, thus indicating the launch time 
"on-bustt bat tery was st i l l  on the  bus. . 
3-2 Solar h d d l e s  Performance 
The current output of t h e  solar cell apray, unlike bat tery terminal 
voltage for example, f luctuates  widely within a given orbi t ,  
and the rapid temperature changes of t h e  s o h  paddies after sunlight entrance 
am p r h i l y t h e  fac tors  af'fecting solar current var ia t ions within a single 
sunlight period. 
so lar  paddles output current. 
paddles current cause considerable d i f f i cu l ty  i n  any analysis of solar c e l l  
array degradat ion. 
The spin modulation 
Over a period of days the  changing aspect angle a f fec ts  t h e  
These o rb i t a l  and day-to-day influences on solar 
One method employed t o  analyze t h e  so la r  c e l l  array performance was 
t o  determine, from the composite orbi t  graphs, unregulated bus voltage (PPO7), 
paddle No. 4 temperature (PPnZ), and percent sunlight data  corresponding in 
time with t h e  maximum observed solar current (PpO9) for the  same orbi t .  
aspect angle was also determined by reference t o  the  ~ U P V ~  of aspect angle versus 
days from launch which was calculated in Phase II. U s i n g  t h e  curve of Figure 11, 
reproducal from data  presented i n  reference 5, t h e  effect ive paddle s ides  for 
particular aspect angles were de temned,  and a l l  observed maximum solar  currents 
were increased by t h e  r a t i o  of E.27 (maximum effect ive paddle sides)] : [effective 
paddle s ides  fop the  given aspect angle), 
The 
A sca t te r  diagram of the normalized solar current versus days from 
launch is shown i n  Figure 12. 
temperature and unregulated bus voltage. 
mately equivalent conditions should prmide an indication of solar paddle 
degradation. 
approxbtately equal conditions of bus voltage and s o k  paddles temperature 
edt, 
di t ions  ape noted, 
Data points are labeled with the  observed paddle 
Correlation of data  having approxi- 
It is observed t h a t  at days 36 (orbi t  508) and I48 (orbi t  =OS) 
Also a t  days 9 (orbi t  lo) and days U1 (orbi t  2010) equivalent con- 
The apparent degradation of the  e o l a ~  eel% array is  then 
----*A .%-a ^I 0 - 7  9 e.-. 
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0 
Orbit Maxirmrm Current Obaemed (Normalized) 
10 3.06 amps 
2010 2,k8 amps 
Orbit Max: Current Observed (NomaUzed) 
508 2,86 amps 
2109 2,41 amps 
Average Degradation = 0 .OO98$/trbit 
(= o.U%/day~ 
The solar paddles were subject t o  large temperature variations, 
typically in excess of 50°C, f o r  orbi ts  of approximately 100% sunlight, 
rate of change of temperature as a function of time was approximately 2OC/Min. 
and It is expected t h a t  r e l a t ive ly  large temperature gradients would exist on 
t h e  paddles, 
series s t r ings  of solap ce l la  (4 paddles, 4 strings per paddle, 48 series sub- 
modules per s t r ing,  and 7 para l le l  s o l a r  ce l la  per submodule) because of t h e  
temperature dependence of solar c e l l  output voltage (2.3 mv/OC per cell). 
maximum solar currents observed and plotted in t he  sca t t e r  diagram of Figure 12 
occur duping t h e  high r a t e  of change Bn paddle temperature and therefore are 
subject t o  a number of unknowna. 
The 
Such g r a e n t s  wrXLc€ affect the  current output of t h e  active 
The 
In reference 5 it was predicted, a s d g  a probably worst case 
conditfon of variables M l u e n e h g  the  preservation of adequate e l ec t r i ca l  
power9 tha t  the  N-on-P paddles would provide a eonfortable power balance f o r  at  
leas t  150-dayse 
electrons was predicted t o  be as  follows wi th in  a period of 150-days: 
The anticipated hard pa r t i c l e  radiation e f fec ts  of energetic 
-5a- 
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Elapsed Time 
Followkg Launch 
Current fm 
Unradiated Paddle (-1 
Current Degradation of Radiated Paddle 
Radfat ion 
Dosage 
0 0 100 100 
150 1.5 x 10 65 T7 15 
*Fa Me Mts, We Rosenzweig, We L. Brown, f f R e p o ~  of Solar Cell Work a t  Bel l  
Telephone Laboratoriesff dated 27 FebPuaPy 1962, P~oceedings of the  Solar Working 
Group Conference, Vole I, Radiation Damage to Sdconduetor  Solap Devices, 
The degradation above was the  e f fec t  of radiation on short  c i r cu i t  
Assuming t h a t  t h i s  degradation in output current may be extrapolated current, 
toward the  open-cimu.it condition, t h e  results of the  degradation analysis of 
O,U% per day, on the  average, r e l a t e s  fairly well t o  predicted degradation due 
t o  hard particle radiation. 
The results of t h e  analysis performed f o r  solar c e l l  degradation 
a re  r,ot as conclusive as desirable due to t h e  -zed amount of data a v a l a b l e  
from Phase 1 which fits in to  t h e  correlation scheme. 
available data, t h a t  so la r  cell ar~ay output a m e n t  deereased due t o  anticipated 
causes, i.e., discoloration, radiation damage and micrometeorite erosion, and 
tha t  no major malfunction was encountered lspfth the  solap paddles. 
It appears, however, from 
3.3 Remlators 
The low voltage power supply system is shown fn t he  s b p l f f i e d  dia- 
gram of Figtwe 13. 
the  power suppJy functionalbloeks,  
loads which relate t o  a later discussion, section 3.4,  of t h e  anomalous behavior 
of perfowance parameters i n  o rb i t  415. 
This diagram is presented t o  review the  interrelat ionship of 
Also shown ape a f e w  of the  power supply 
The battery charge and protection c i rcu i t ,  wh8ch f n c l i ~ d ~ ~ s  the seCt?r;rl+_ 
regulator employed for dumping excess solar  paddles current, performed the  
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functions of bat tery terminal voltage Limiting (reference sectfon 3.1.1) and 
bat tery charge current regulation as predicted by pre-launch data. 
appropriate t o  no%e in regard t o  Phase 1 data t h a t  t he  b a t t e q  charge current 
decreased below the  500 Ma. 52% level at c d d  temperatures due t o  two  reasons 
F i r s t ,  d e n  voltage M t h g  OCCWB at  cold b a t t e q  temperatures, the  charge 
current is reduced t o  a value required t o p a i n t a h  the bat tery  terminal voltage 
at  t h e  limit point. Second, t h e  charge @uprent is reduced at cold temperatures 
t o  compensate f o r  increased batteey charge efffciency. 
current is a functBon of t h e  temperature of the  charge current regulator elee- 
t ronics ,  and a Unear decrease from 500 Ma. t o  approximately 385 M a ,  is obtained 
i n  going from 20°C to -15°C. 
at 500 Ma- 22%. 
cussed here t o  explain the  excursions of t h i s  parameter which were reported in 
Phase I1 as  a possible anomaly. 
3.3.2 Plus and Minus Regulators 
It is 
Reduction of charge 
From 20°C t o  50°C t h e  charge current is  regulated 
The characterist ics of t h e  charge current regulator are dis- 
The performance papmeters which relate t o  t he  regulated power 
supplies are +15 vo l t s  (PP No, 04), G. N. R e e l  +12v (PP No. 08) and bat tery 
current , discharge (PP 180. 10). 
via t h e  inverter,  while the  + U V  i s  obtained d i r ec t ly  from the  unregulated bus. 
The regu’Lation of these supplies was & t h h  t he  3 , s  volt &its predicted by 
Pre-launch data  (within measurement resolutions) except f o r  t h e  anomalous period 
i n  o rb i t  415= The p~f r~ rmance  of other regulators (plus 3, 6, 6.5, 7-57 and 
mhus 3, 4, 6, l % V >  are not d i rec t ly  known; however, t h e  behavior of bat tery 
discharge current (regulators and associated loads) was not abnormal and the  
performance of the  s a t e l l i t e  electronics i n  general attest t o  the  sat isfactory 
performance of t h e  unmoc&tored regulated voltages, 
3.4 Power System Anomalies 
3.4.1 Orbit 415 Ancmaly 
As shown i n  Figure t h e  +15v is obtained 
The anomaly in orbi t  US, reported in Phase I1 and i l l u s t r a t ed  by 
plots  of performance parameters from t h e  21/55/00 t o  22/07/00, m a y  be described 
as an unexpected variation in magnitudes of parameters f o r  approximately a 4- 
mhute period and a lapse in telemetry f o r  approximately 3 4 u t e s ,  Firthemore, 
the  magnitude changes occurredin discrete  steps before l o s s  of telemetry, and 
after t h e  7-mhute period in question, performance parameters returned t o  normal. 
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Assuming a power system fault responsible f o r  t he  anomaly, 
hypotheses are developed which can explain the  observed phenomenon. 
ing fac tors  are considered: 
The follow- 
1, The f a u l t  occurredin a m l f g h t  period during the  29th day after 
launeh. 
t ha t  100% s m l i g h t  edsted f rm approxhately day 23 t o  day 30. 
highest lower shelf temperature (15OC) was experienced since launeh. 
excursions of t h e  l m r  she= were a mBxfmrm and min- of 15°C and -7°C re- 
spectively f o r  the  first 29 d%vse 
From the  2OO-day graph of percent sunlight (Phase I) it is observed 
A t  day 29 the  
Tanperatme 
2, An undervoltage detection did not occnr. The undervoltage 
detection c i r cu i t  senses nnregnlated bus voltage (Figure 3-3-1) and will not 
be activated by l o s s  of a regulated voltage, 
showed t h a t  no undervoltage condition or  bat tery switching occurred. 
The analysis i n  section 3.1.3 
3 .  Telemetered performance parameter Nos. 04, 05 and 07 through I 2  
inelusive decreased i n  magnitude during t h e  4-minute period of abnormal behavior. 
This re la t ive  change Corresponds t o  an increase i n  frequency of t h e  telemetm 
osc i l la tors .  
increase in frequency of the telemetry osci l la tor .  
before and after the  anomaly as w e l l  as the maximum change during the  &-minute 
period of variation are Usted in Table 3.4-1. Also shown are t h e  approximate 
changes h frequency of the osc i l la tor  which were d e t e d e d  from the  calibration 
cp~l"ves presented in Phase I, Volume I report. 
PP No. 06 hereasead i n  magnitude which also corresponds t o  an 
The magnitudes of parameters 
A signif icant  observation b Table 304-1 is  t h a t  a l l  analog 
osc i l la tors ,  f o r t h e  performance I'paPameters plotted in  Phase 11, increased in 
frequency duping t h e  anomaly, 
external t o  the  osc i l la tor  c k m i t ,  are t h e  7.P 2.25% and (-) 3 V  2.25% power 
supplies, input analog signal voltage and magnetic f i e lds .  
inputs are derived from sensing c i r cu i t s  which are energized from different  reg- 
ulators.  Sensing c i r cu i t s  for + l F ,  +l2V and unregulated bus voltage are passive 
c i rcu i t s ;  a l l  other c i r cu i t s  are active, 
parameter sensing c i r cu i t s  and the  associated power supply source. 
The variables which a f fec t  osc i l la tor  frequency, 
The analog osc i l la tor  
Table 3.4-2 is a list of performance 
Referring t o  t h e  power supply system diagram of Figure 13, it is 
seen t h a t  a mafunction h t he  6.5 volt  regulator, o r  t h e  12 volt  regulator 
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PP 
No e 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
010 
OU. 
012 
~~ - 
Description 
+15 Volts 
Tape Recorder Temperature 
Dump Current 
Unregulated Bus Voltage 
+l2 Volts 
Solar Current 
Battery Current 
Battery Temperature 
Paddle #4 Temperature 
Sensing Circuit  
Power Suppb 
~~ - ~~ ~ 
(Passive Circuit ) 
+6 e 5V Regulator 
15V p-p, 1700 Hz (Inverter) 
(Passive Circui t )  
(Passive Circuit)  
1 9  p-p, 1700 HZ (Inverter) 
i j V  p-p, 1700 Hz ( h v e r t e r j  
+6,5V Regulator 
+6,5V Regulator 
Table 3.4-2 
PP SENSING CIRCUIT POME3 SUPPLIES 
which supplies t h e  6.5 vol t  regulator input, would not affect  PP Nos. 04, 06, 
07, 09 o r  10 at the  sensing circuft .  Likedse,  a malfunction h t he  inverter  
would not affect  PP Nos, 05, 07, 08, 11 or 12. 
parameter which could affect  a l l  PP sensing c i rcu i t s  ff a decrease below t h e  
preset  undervoltage l eve l  occurred. Since undervoltage did not occur it is  
concluded tha t  t h e  reason for-abnormal variation of PP magnitudes was not due 
so le ly  t o  variation i n  analog osc i l la tor  input signals. 
t i on  of the  analog osc i l la tors  is  thus narrowed t o  t h e  poss ib i l i t i es  of 1) a 
change in the  +7.5 and/or (-) 3V regulated power supply voltages and 2) an ex- 
t erna l  magnetic f i e ld  , 
Unregulated voltage is t h e  
The reason f o r  varia- 
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Based  on information from GSFC, data is not available f o r  the  3- 
minutes in the ancBnslous period due t o  a "quiet" satell i te transmitter. 
of regulated (-) 18 vol t s  ( t r a n d t t e r  power supply) from the  inverter would 
account f o r  a break in t h e  telemetry l ink ,  
malfunction occurredin the  pawer inverter which was manifested by intermittent 
osc i l la t ion  f o r  a 4-minute period and no osci l la t ion f o r  a 3-minute period. 
The t rans i t ion  from normal osci l la t ion t o  inoperative could o c m  with varying 
degress of intermittent operation, thus accounting f o r  t he  apparent step changes 
in perfomance parameters. 
on the  (-) 3 vol t  regulator, t o  account f o r  an increasing frequency frm the  
analog osci l la tor ,  would be an increase in magnitude (more negative). 
in tu i t ion  would lead t o  a predicted decreasing -3V (more positive) f o r  a reduced 
regulator input voltage, it is possible t o  obtain the  opposite effect .  
mathematical a n a m i s  of any given regulator design t o  predict  t he  actual  change 
in output voltage as a function of input voltage ( p a r t i e u l a r ~  &en input voltage 
exceeds design limits) is ccanplex. 
of regulator c i r cu i t s  is beyond the scope of the  Phase III task. 
postulating an inverter malfnnction it must be assumed t h a t  t he  -3V powr supply 
a&ual& increased in magnitude by approximately 5 t o  10%. 
A loss 
It is reasonable t o  assume tha t  a 
The effect  of t he  intermittent inverter operation 
Although 
A 
A mathematical analysis o r  e l ec t r i ca l  tes t  
ik nce i n  
./. 
Since the  (-) l8 vol t  regulator, fed from t h e  inverter,  is the  input 
t o  the  (-) 3 vol t  regulator it would be reasonable t o  postulate tha t  a (-) 18 
vol t  regulator malfunction occurredrather than an inverter malfunction, It is 
observed from tab le  3.4-1 tha t  unregulated bus voltage *creased from 15.57 t o  
15.63. vol t s  in the  7 d t h u t e  period. Since t h e  anamdlyoccurredat the end of a 
100% sunlight period it is reasonable t o  assume tha t  the  bat tery was f u l l y  
charged. 
t he  bat tery tmperature of 33OC, 
15.61 volts.  AS previously discussed i n  section 3.1.1, termindl voltage is not 
i n  general indicative of battery charge s t a t e ,  however, even t h e  40 mv increase 
i n  terminal voltage experienced fi the  anomalous period can be an indication tha t  
a large increase i n  charge eurrent occurred. Since the  bat tery charge-current 
regulator is dependent on 1700 HZ from the  inverter f o r  regulation of charge 
cuprent a t  500 Mao, l o s s  of the  1700 HZ would resu l t  in no dump current. 
pdd7e cylrrent. rnjniis load ciiyyent. u n ~ k j  *her! ha di_pp&.& t - ~  t h e  h++_ey ,  
The 15,57 vol t s  terminal voltage before the  anomaly is reasonable f o r  
After the  anomaly, unregulated bus voltage was 
Solar 
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In conclusion, probable cause of the  anmaly, if a pawer mea0 fault, 
is a malfunction of t he  inverter. Cause of t he  inverter malfunction might be 
explained by a cold-solder connection which "acted-up" due t o  several  cycles i n  
lower shelf temperature between approximately -7°C and 1 5 O C .  The anomally 
occurred at  a 100% sunlight period where temperatrires in the  satellite were 
highest experienced since launch. Whatever the  type of failure, it is evident 
t h a t  a self-healing action occnrredh a very short time period and it is more 
reasonable t o  88-8 a faulty co&ection than a faulty component. 
Magnetic Field8 
Although the  probably cause of the  orb i t  415 anomaly was an inverter 
malfunction, it should be pointed out t ha t  encountering a strong external 
magnetic field could also account for t he  observed phenomena of frequency s h i f t s  
in t h e  telemetry osci l la tors .  
t he  magnetic cores of t he  analog oscil lators,  it is also reasonable t o  expect 
such a disturbance on the  inverter could interrupt oscil lation. The presence 
of a strong external magnetic f i e ld  reasonably explains t he  observed phenomenon, 
but t h e  source of such a magnetic f i e l d  for a ?-minute interval is not easily 
Just as the  external magnetic f i e l d  would af fec t  
explainedo 
3.4.2 Orbit 704 An- 
"he anomaly in  orbi t  704, reported i n  Phase 11, was an apparent de- 
f ic iency in the power available frcsn the  solar paddles f o r  a t h e  of approximately 
15&utes pr ior  t o  exit frm sunlight. 
composite orbi t  graphs for orbi t  704, t he  available (solar current x unregulated 
bus voltage) product, or available power, was less than t h e  pre-launch predicted 
A t  t h e s  32.5 and 37.5 minutes on the  
minimum of U, watts. 
watts available power, pr ior  t o  d t  from sunlight, as prematurely as encountered 
in orb i t  ?Oh0 
Also, earlier and later orb i t s  did not show less than I& 
It was noted, upon d f n g  t he  composite orb i t  graph f o r  base 
orbi t  graph fo r  base orb i t  704, that  a discrepancy exists in plotted data f o r  
PP No. 09, solar current. 
mfiutes ( data f o r  orb i t  710) does not agree w5th the  maximuin and mfifmrm solar 
current data  points plotted at tha t  t h e .  Furthermore, the  sum of dump current 
an6 bat tery charge cuprent were 8-2~1 t o  solar current, indicating zero load 
current. 
The data expanded for a 5&ute period around 17.5 
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The data i n  question was checked on the data reduction work sheets 
of Phase I f o r  possible error,  and an er ror  was discovered in the  plot of 
maxjmum and minimum solar current data points i n  the time in te rva l  of 0 t o  
37.5 minutes inclusive. 
such t h a t  1.0 amperes shown on t h e  ordinate i s  actually 1.4 amperes. 
available power a t  37.5 minutes is thus (0.9 amps x 16.37 vol t s )  or l4.7 watts. 
The data  points from 52.5 t o  97.5 minutes were plotted in correct relationship 
t o  t h e  ordinate scale, 
A scale s h i f t  of 0.4 amperes occured i n  plot t ing data 
Minimum 
1% is cnncl~ded tha t  the appaer~t. mcmb repcrteb. k Pf;asz II was 
actual ly  not an anomaly, but instead an e r ror  in solar current data  plotted f o r  
base o rb i t  704. 
3.4.3 I n i t i a l  Power Loss Anomaly 
Initial review of telemetered data  by GSFC had indicated t h e  possi- 
b i l i t y  t h a t  solar paddle power dropped markedly within t h e  first few days from 
launch. It had been recognized that  t h i s  rapid assessment of t h e  data had not 
produced r e su l t s  in which high confidence could be placed. Perhaps the  major 
reason f o r  lack of confidence was t h e  high amplitude of spin modulation which 
characterized solar paddle output for cer ta in  aspect angles. 
review consisted of plot t ing resu l t s  from small data samples so t h a t  only a 
peak or valley of t h e  modulated power output might have been examined f o r  a 
par t icular  point. Nevertheless, the poss ib i l i ty  of an early power loss  was 
examined further.  
The ini t ia l  data  
Figure l.4 i l l u s t r a t e s  t h e  upper and lower bounds f o r  power output 
versus days from launch. 
power t h a t  would result from the  maximum unregulated voltage and t h e  maximum 
so lar  current (pp 07 and pp 09) f o r  the  given day. 
of these maxima is extremely doubtful, of course, but t h i s  r e su l t  represents 
The circular points were determined by computing t h e  
A simultaneous occurrence 
an upper bound. 
by assuming simultaneous occurrence of minima. 
t ha t  except f o r  one upper bound point early in t h e  history,  the  limits are 
well behaved and tha t  the upper bound follows t o  some extent t he  variation in 
solar  aspect angle, as might be expected. 
The trangular points were computed i n  a complementary fashion 
It may be noted from Figure Y, 
The one uppsr-bound point c i ted was rechecked i n  t h e  or iginal  GSFC 
data  pr in t  outs t o  see whether or  not there  had been an error  in data reduction. 
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Although data reduction had been without error  two  f a c t s  can be noted which put 
t he  point i n  question. 
t h i s  point was in a very nonlinear region of t h e  osc i l la tor  which responded t o  
solar current (see Figure 20, of reference 1, Volume I), 
is on a very steep slope of t h e  osc i l la tor  operating curve and i s  near the  
saturation level.  
measurement for these values. 
t o  t he  point in question are very much lower, namely 1.9 amps and 2.2 amps. 
also t h e  m z x i m m  C I X T ~ R ~  for the next day was only 2.7 amps. 
used instead of 3.5 t he  point shown dotted in Figure 4 results. 
reached i n  respect t o  t h i s  area of concern is tha t  no serious power drop w a s  
experienced i n  t h e  early o rb i t a l  period and t h a t  variations i n  t h e  power upper 
bound as shown i n  Figure I4 can be attr ibuted t o  solar aspect angle. 
F i r s t  t h e  current value 3.5 + amps corresponding t o  
Moreover t h i s  value 
These considerations se r fms ly  degrade the  accuracy of 
Secondly, t he  data  points immediately adjacent 
If 2.7 amps is 
The conclusion 
3 , 5 Power System Conclusions 
The several  conclusions which have been drawn i n  t h i s  section a re  
sMrmarized below in order of t h e i r  occurrence i n  the  foregoing pages. 
1. Battery Terminal Voltage. The pre-launch, observed -3mv/"C 
s t a b i l i t y  of the  voltage-limiting electronics was  borne out in the  actual  per- 
formance record. 
2. Battery Charge Efficiency. Although d i f f i c u l t  t o  assess, a 
qual i f ied conclusion is drawn t h a t  no degradation i n  bat tery charge efficiency 
took place during t h e  190-days studied, 
3. Battery Temperature. Battery temperature exceeded specification 
levels  by at l ea s t  1 0 ° C  and possibly more; however, the  ba t te r ies  apparently 
suffered no degradation during t h i s  operation. 
erature rise limiting through reduction of charge current as a function of 
bat tery temperature should have been included in t h e  control c i rcu i t s .  
It is now believed tha t  tmp- 
4. The standby bat tery w a s  not employed. 
5. Solar Paddle Performance. Average solar  paddle degradation was 
computed t o  be O.l.4$ per day which correlates fairly well t o  anticipated deg- 
radation due t o  hard pa r t i c l e  radiation. 
r e su l t s  i n  t h i s  calculation a re  based on a small data sample. 
major malfunctions e 
It should be! noted t h a t  numerical 
There were no 
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6 .  Regulators. The +l2 and t-15 volt  regulators functioned within 
tolerance? as far as measurement resoltuions permit determination. Generally 
sat isfactory performance of the  spacecraft electronics indicates sat isfactory 
regulation i n  the  unmonitored supplies. 
7. The Orbit 415 An-. The m o s t  probable cause, i f  t h e  power 
system is at fault ,  is the  hvarter. 
intermittent because of mechanical stress hpsed by higher than usual t e m p  
eratures is a hypothesis for a detailed cause within the  inverter, 
A cold solder comection h i c h  became 
8, Tie Orbit ?C& Anomaly. This previousiy reportd deficiency 
proved t o  be a false one based upon incorrectly plott ing Phase I data i n  t h i s  
orb i t .  
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